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THE CHALLENGE
General consumers
have catapulted
Ocean Spray to the
leading brand for
cranberry sauce, but
as the years pass,
Millennials are just
not feeling the whole
cranberry thing.

Millennials are ﬁnding that Ocean Spray isn’t relevant to their lifestyles.
They don’t see the added beneﬁt to their busy schedules and
unprecedented short attention spans.
Many consumers see the Ocean Spray brand as a large corporation. Little
do they know this company is made up of small independent cranberry
farmers that grow their products with passion and tradition.
Ocean Spray’s current fandom is appraised by men and women ages 45+.
This has a distinct coorelations with brand perception by the beloved
millennials. This brand is seen as their parents brand. Again, this brings us
back around to the conversation of relevance.
THIS CRANBERRY THING NEEDS TO GET WITH IT.
TRANSLATION:
Connect with Millennials and they’ll be next-gen cranberry lovers.
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4C’S ANALYSIS
The Company
Ocean Spray was formed in 1930 by three cranberry
growers with a simple love of cranberries. Led
by lawyer and grower Marcus L. Urann, the three
began coming up with new and innovative products
made from cranberries. Since then, the Ocean Spray
cooperative has grown to more than 700 grower
families all across North America.
The cooperative’s ﬁrst product was jellied cranberry
sauce, followed by original Ocean Spray Cranberry
Juice Cocktail hitting the shelves in the early 1930s,
beginning a long tradition of quality, innovation, and
success. The rest, as they say, is history.

Tagline: Tastes Good, Good for You
Market Share:
3.2% | 100% Juice
9.6% | Juice Drinks
13.3% | Dried Fruit
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4C’S ANALYSIS
The Category
The juice market remains ﬂat but there is an expectation for
5% growth by 2021. But when accounting for inﬂation that is a
7% decrease in sales. This is caused by a continued decline
in sales of 100% juice.
As consumers because more conscience about sugar
content, they associate the sugar that juice contains defeats
the purpose of health claims. This could be one key reason
the juice category isn’t seeing growth in sales.
While the juice category works to increase sales, juice drinks
such as coconut water, carbonate juice drinks and lemonade
are experiencing an increase in sales. Consumers see these
drinks as alternatives for carbonated soft drinks unlike juice.

Consumers are now looking for healthy snacks and
are driving fruits at a 19% growth rate since 2012
with no signs of slowing down. Canned and jarred
are not experience this same growth.
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4C’S ANALYSIS
The Consumer
Some consumers believe the sugar content of juice
prevents juice from truly being healthy.
They ﬁnd a variety of functional beneﬁts of juice
appealing and are looking to brands to help them make
healthy choices. It’s important that foods and drinks
taste good, but also provide beneﬁts such as protein,
energy or essential vitamins. Hispanics are statistically
more likely than non-Hispanics to buy 100% juices, juice
drinks and smoothies. African-American consumers are
key juice drink buyers.

“It is easier to
change a man’s
religion than to
change his diet”
- Margaret Mead

Brands That Help Make Healthy Choices
Sugar Content Prevents Juice From Being Healthy
Tastes Good But Also Provide Product Benefits Like
Protein, Energy or Essential Vitamins
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4C’S ANALYSIS
The Competition
After reviewing all competitors through our
qualitative testing and market share analysis, in
the Juice, Juice Drink and Dried Fruit market, we
were able to identify 5 main competitors. Dried
Fruit was determined by comparing the MULO
data provided by Mintel.

Tagline:
Could’ve had a V8!
Market Share:
7.8% | Juice Drinks
90% of the farms that supply V8 with tomatoes are
family owned farms. V8 claims to remove all the
artiﬁcial preservatives in their products.

Tagline:
Bring Out the Best You.

Tagline:
The Antioxidant Superpower.

Market Share:
15.1% | 100% Juice
2.9% | Juice Drinks

Market Share:
1.5% | 100% Juice
California grown pomegranates are handpicked
and whole-pressed. POM is committed to scientiﬁc
research on POM products worldwide.

Committed to making the best orange juice in the
world. Beneﬁts include Vitamin C and Potassium.

Tagline:
Only the Best
Under the Sun.

Tagline:
The Feel Good Fruit
Market Share:
10.4% | Dried Fruit

Market Share:
20.8% | Dried Fruit

Grower-owned cooperative represents more than
25% of the prune market worldwide. Sunsweet® is
committed to a green future.

Owned by family farmers who grow raisin grapes all
located within 100 miles of each other. Wide assortment
of grapes, plums, apples, apricots and more.
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PRIMARY RESEARCH
Qualitative Studies
In order to understand the category
and the competition we completed a
full battery of research tests. Through
the use of versatile research tools
we were oﬀ to a good start. Through
three Survey Monkey surveys we had
well over 600 survey respondents at
our disposal.

SAMPLE

SET

621

survey monkey
impressions

Other Studies Used to Collect Data:
- Perceptual Mapping
- Word Association
- Sentence Completion
- Expert Interviews

38%
males

18-34

years old

13

respondents

61%

females
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PRIMARY RESEARCH
Perceptual Mapping

13

respondents

38%
males

18-34

years old

61%

females

SAMPLE SET

Purpose:

To narrow down competitors to ﬁnd brands living in the same arena
as Ocean Spray.

Technique:

Respondents were given 9 competitors to choose from with no limit
to how many could be place on the map.

Results:

We found millennials associate Ocean Spray and V8 with health and high quality. This allowed us to focus
and search for OS’s white space of opportunity amongst V8, Tropicana and POM Wonderful.
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PRIMARY RESEARCH
Word Association

13

respondents

18-34

years old

38%

61%

males

females

SAMPLE SET

Purpose:

To get consumers to associate their feelings with Ocean Spray and
competitors brands.

Technique:

Respondents presented with the top 3 perceived competitors and
presented with various words to associate with each brand.

Results:

We found that Ocean Spray is indeed an outdated brand with a look and feel that has little relevance to
Millennials compared to POM and V8.
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PRIMARY RESEARCH
Sentence Completion

13

respondents

18-34

years old

38%

61%

males

females

SAMPLE SET

Purpose:

To understand consumers preconceived notions about Ocean Spray
cranberry products and cranberry juices compared to other brands.

Technique:

Participant were asked to ﬁll in the answer that they best saw ﬁt for
each sentence for Ocean Spray. The test was performed by giving
each participant the sentences without showing them anything else,
like the logo or juice bottle. All the responses were preconceived
thoughts of the brand.

Results:

We found that respondents most associate Ocean Spray and Ocean Spray products with UTI, digestive
system, bitter, cleansing, sweet, tart, bitter.
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PRIMARY RESEARCH
Expert Interviews

“Chopped” Chef
Craisins are used year round and are very versatile. They’re heavily
used in salads. Fresh cranberries are reduced into a sauce or jelly.
Cranberry juice is used year round in sangria. Fresh cranberries
are used during the holidays or with wild game. Cranberries are a
healthier and tasty alternative for desserts.

Key Takeaways: Cranberries can be incorporated

into savory dishes and desserts

Local Bartender
35 to 50 age range, older women and “baby boomers” order
cranberry and alcohol mixes. I serves a lot more vodka sodas
than in previous years. Millennials are realizing they are more
prone to hang over if there is more sugar in your drinks.
People are becoming more health concious about what they
mix in their alcohol.

Key Takeaways: Millennials avoid sugary mixers due to hangovers
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PRIMARY RESEARCH

621

18-34

respondents

Survey Monkey

years old

46%

54%

males

females

SAMPLE SET

Purpose:

To determine which fruits, juices and snacks Millennials ﬁnd appealing,
as well as the motivation that drives purchase in all 3 categories.

Technique:

3 surveys were administered that had an array of questions ranging
from brand perception to consumption occasions.

Non-Carbonated Beverages

Dried Fruit Snacks

Fruits Comparisons

How often, if at all, do you drink juice on these occasions?

How do you consumer dried fruit?

How would you compare cranberries to other fruits’ health benefits?

Salads

22%

Trail Mix

other

51%

27%

on-the-go

34%

before/after
workout

Baked Goods

16%

As a Snack

58%

Coated

27.9%

Apples

28.1%

29.1%

31%

12%

Grapes

19.4%

26.9%

26.9%

31.3%

34.4%

13.8%

19.4%

19%

Cereal
Other

Oranges

42%

30%
15%

Pomegranates

18.2%

24.5%

44%

13.2%

Not As Good
Somewhat Not As Good
Somewhat Better
Much Better

Results:

It was readily apparent how the millenial masses felt about cranberries. It seems outdated, too tart and
not a whole lot of fun according to the 3 surveys that we administered.
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TARGET SEGMENTATION
The Parental Providers

SuperFam
Tom and Lacey are recently married with 2 children and a doggie.
They live in the suburbs and have a very busy lifestyle but are
open to experimenting with new food trends. As new parents, they
want to set an example of good eating habits for their kids and
guide their perspectives on what they put in their body. Tom and
Lacey both have a full-time job and are looking for opportunities to
eat right to have more energy for work and play with their children.

SuperMom
Teresa is a young single mom, with two young kids, that can
be found juggling a hectic work-life balance. At the store,
the line, between buying for herself and buying for her kids,
is blurred. She wants to eat healthy, but heavily considers
options that her kids will also enjoy.
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TARGET SEGMENTATION
The Functional Foodies

Happy Hour Holly
Holly is a nursing students thats lives life to the fullest.
When she has a moment to herself, she likes to take
advantage of the happy hour deals around town. Hot yoga
keeps her encouraged to make healthy decisions so she
can keep up with her classes and hectic work schedule.
Sometimes it’s hard for her to ﬁnd food that keeps her going.

On-The-Go Joe
Joe is a busy student who spends most of his day at
school and on the road. He does not have enough time or
energy in his day to worry about eating healthy, but feels
underwhelmed by unexciting, “everyday” foods. He prefers to
pack his own lunch and seeks to add new, tasty additions to
his menu while still balancing out his diet.
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ULTIMATE BARRIERS
To Overcome

In order to understand why
Millennials weren’t purchasing
Ocean Spray we went straight
to the source, Millennials.
We found 3 ultimate barriers
inhibiting trial.

Lack of Differentiation

Twisted Brand Awareness

Unknown Health Beneﬁt

Ocean Spray is well known, but
perceived as an older, irrelevant
brand that doesn’t suit their lifestyles.

Other products on the shelves
have the same appearance.

Some are oblivious to the wonders
within this superfood.
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PLATFORM TESTING

104

Concepts

35%

Concepts tested by likeability:

62%

females

SAMPLE SET

1-4 Rating Scale Respondents
by Percentage
41.3% 40.7%

33.9%

We Are Ocean Spray

28.8% 26.9%

24.0% 25.0%

The Taste of Cranberries

28.8%
21.2%

20.1%

8.7%

years old

males

104 respondents were asked to rate 5
diﬀerent concepts on the basis of three
primary themes: Taste, Heritage, and Health.

23.1%

18-34

respondents

17.3%

18.2%

Not Relevant

Not Appealing

25.2% 25.0%

28.8%

33.0% 33.0% 30.8%

19.4%

Not Believable

18.6%

No Purchase Intent

6-10 Rating Scale Respondents
by Percentage
22.1%

Original Superfood

73.1%

69.2%

65.3%

66.3%

66.4%
54.8%

52.4%
41.3%

23.1%

Real. Not Fake.

23.1%

Good In. Bad Out.

Appealing

57.7%

63.1%
57.7%

66.3%

60.6% 60.6%

50.4%

42.7%

Relevant

60.2%

56.3%
38.7% 38.7%

Believable

Purchase
Intent
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THE BIG IDEA
Break Down
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OCEAN SPRAY
FITS YOUR LIFE ON YOUR TERMS

Brand Purpose
We make it easy to ﬁnd nourishment, no matter what
life throws your way, so your body can feel good and
you can stay on the go.

Millennials are looking for alternatives to CSD and healthy snacks. By connecting Ocean Spray’s brand truth of innovating
cranberry products and the consumer truth of a need for ﬂexibility, there is an opportunity to ﬁt Ocean Spray products
into their daily lives on the their terms.
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CAMPAIGN TESTING

21

Concepts

47%

1-10 Rating Scale Respondents
by Average

Cranberry Prohibition

5.95
5.65

5.55

5.26
4.71

5.75

Some Things Shouldn’t Change

4.53

Truest Moments

Good No
Matter What

21%
16%

16%
11% 11%
We Work,
You Beneﬁt
It’s Not Just
Good, It’s Great

Some Things
Shouldn’t Change

Real People,
Real Moments

25%

4.89

4.71

30%

Relevant

They Think They
Can Stop Us

4.58

Believable

Real People,
Real Moments

30%

Live In The
Moment

12%
12%

15%

15%

18%

Who Said
Change Was A
Good Thing?

Unchanged
For The Better
Some Things Don’t
Need To Change

19

Unchanged
For The Better

4.41

Purchase
Intent

10%
other

15%
Some Habits
Make Life Good

5.30

4.94
4.11

Appealing

other

53%

females

SAMPLE SET

Campaigns tested by likeability:

21%

years old

males

We tested 3 campaign concepts using the best
performing platforms, heritage and health.

5.16

18-34

respondents

Aim High,
We’ve Got
Your Back

18%
Let Your Passion
Guide You
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EXTENSIONS/EXECUTIONS
Guerrilla
Our guerrilla campaign kicks oﬀ with posters pinned around
major metropolitan areas announcing that cranberries have
been outlawed. In addition a new web address for Ocean
spray will be announced (www.BogOnTheRun.com) instructing
consumers to visit for more information.
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EXTENSIONS/EXECUTIONS
Owned
We will use Instagram and Facebook ads for The
Bog Guys vlogs reassuring people that cranberry
production hasn’t stopped. This will give consumers a
glimpse into their life on the run growing cranberries.
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EXTENSIONS/EXECUTIONS
Earned
Through the use of social media we will have consumers post
about what they believe shouldn’t change. In return we will repost
and share the best ideas, in addition the winners will receive the
Ocean Spray products of their choice.
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EXTENSIONS/EXECUTIONS
Paid
Paid 15 to 30 second advertisements on MTV2, Adult Swim and
Comedy Central during times slots most heavily viewed by our target.

Bog Guys in the
cranberry grow operation

The law men raid the grow up
in search of cranberries

Bog Guys get busted at their
cranberry grow operation

Cranberrie Enforcement
Agency conﬁscated stash
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EXTENSIONS/EXECUTIONS
In-Store
Ocean Spray ﬂoor graphics will lead
consumers to the juice and dried fruit aisles.

NFC enabled shelf talkers will send
coupons directly to consumers phones.
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APPENDIX
COMM 4366. “Concepts.” Survey Monkey, 23 Oct. 2017
www.surveymonkey.com/analyze/E1_2BgFZSGfOUFm0fc_2FYkuidO6i8x0XovUpbqifckuGneg95cid745mHfUWokNsPfu

COMM 4366. “Fruit And Vegetable Survey.” Survey Monkey, 24 Sept. 2017
www.surveymonkey.com/analyze/0YnGU7e3CiA3HAqchfWCndvpXWxSwiTN99a6r0iW16I_3D

COMM 4366. “Logistics.” Survey Monkey, 31 Oct. 2017
www.surveymonkey.com/analyze/OwmE5qPVA37qiktl2Irzd_2BQS8A3zATKGrsPhykqWAW1RArWoTBXqzvboOUJu6mn0

COMM 4366. “Non Carbonated Beverage Survey 2.” Survey Monkey, 24 Sept. 2017
www.surveymonkey.com/analyze/f6FSLXb0TeYHDX_2BgWEp8uvMWTmEYND3iWA3fCysw81k_3D

COMM 4366. “Snack and Fruit Survey.” Survey Monkey, 23 Sept. 2017
www.surveymonkey.com/summary/nU71Kno_2BULOweItVpXBc8uCEoHWmVM1EYfHac5rO7wjbBoV0eZTTG_2F0m8phi9TtD

“Spring 2016 NHCS Adult Study 06-month” Simmons OneView sm, 2016 SMRB
oneview.simmonsresearch.com/main/#

“Tastes Good, Good For You® Cranberry Juices & Snacks.” Ocean Spray
www.oceanspray.com

Mintel: Juice and Juice Drinks, US - May 2017
Mintel: Fruit, US - June 2017
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